LICENSE AGREEMENT
Orenco Systems Design Aids

THIS DESIGN AID WEB PAGE CONTAINS DOCUMENTATION, SAMPLE DRAWINGS, AND SOFTWARE THAT IS CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY TO ORENO SYSTEMS, INC. READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING ANY DESIGN AID. BY YOUR USE, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH HEREIN. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU MUST NOT USE ANY OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS WEB PAGE.

RECITALS

A. Orenco Systems, Inc. (“Oreno”) is in the business of developing, manufacturing, and selling wastewater collection and treatment systems for residential, commercial and municipal applications. To assist its business, Oreno has produced confidential and proprietary information used to aid in the design and construction of such systems. Oreno’s confidential and proprietary information is available for license by our business partners and/or customers (“you”) subject to your agreement to only use this confidential and proprietary information in accordance with the terms and conditions of this License Agreement. The confidential and proprietary information on this Web page consists of documentation, sample drawings, and Oreno’s proprietary PumpSelect™ Program used to evaluate pump options for a given wastewater treatment application (together, the “Design Aids”).

B. Oreno desires to grant and you desire to secure from Oreno the nonexclusive right to use the Design Aids under the terms and conditions herein contained.

AGREEMENT

You agree to the following terms and conditions under which you may use the Design Aids contained on this Web page:

1. You agree to use the PumpSelect Program solely for the purpose of analyzing, evaluating, and assessing the appropriate sizes and configurations of wastewater treatment system pumps and carrier lines. You may not use the PumpSelect Program to analyze, evaluate, or assess the appropriate sizes and configurations of wastewater treatment system pumps and carrier lines produced or sold by any person or business entity in competition with Oreno.

2. You agree to use all other Design Aids only to demonstrate, use, specify, and recommend to your customers goods and merchandise produced and/or sold by Oreno. You may not use the Design Aids to demonstrate, use, specify or recommend goods or merchandise produced or sold by any person or business entity in competition with Oreno.

3. You acknowledge that Oreno is the exclusive owner of all proprietary rights in and to the PumpSelect Program and all other Design Aids on the Web page.
4. You do not have the right to use the Design Aids on this Web page in any publication without prior written consent from Orenco.

5. You acknowledge that the PumpSelect Program and all other Design Aids on this Web page are not intended to replace or be substitutes for your design and/or engineering expertise and experience. They are provided by Orenco to you on an “as is” basis, without any warranties of any kind, including but not limited to any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Specifically, Orenco does not warrant that the PumpSelect Program will meet your needs or be free from errors, malfunctions, or defects. Orenco shall not be liable for any indirect, special, or consequential damages or lost profits arising out of or related to your use of the PumpSelect Program or any other Design Aid on this Web page.

6. You agree that you will use the PumpSelect Program for commercial purposes only if you are knowledgeable in the principles of hydraulics; and that you will use the other Design Aids on this Web page only if you are knowledgeable in the principals of wastewater collection and/or treatment system design, as applicable.

7. You agree to indemnify and hold Orenco free and harmless from and against any and all claims, demands, liabilities, actions, losses, and damages arising out of your use of the Design Aids on this Web page.

8. You shall not attempt to modify, convert, reverse engineer, reverse compile, change, alter, manipulate or reverse assemble the PumpSelect Program.

9. You agree that any future developments by Orenco or you which constitute an alteration, modification, or improvement of the PumpSelect Program shall be the exclusive property of Orenco, subject to your right to use the same hereunder.

10. This License Agreement and the license granted herein may be terminated by Orenco at any time and for any or no reason upon five (5) days’ prior written notice to you. Upon the termination of this Agreement for any reason, you shall discontinue the use of the Design Aids on this Web page and any duplications or alterations thereof. In addition, Orenco may terminate this License Agreement immediately in the event you breach any provision of this License Agreement.

11. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the state of Oregon. If any suit or action is filed by any party to enforce this Agreement or otherwise with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees incurred in preparation or in prosecution or defense of such suit or action as fixed by the trial court, and if any appeal is taken from the decision of the trial court, reasonable attorney fees as fixed by the appellate court.

**BY USING ANY OF THE DESIGN AIDS ON THIS WEB PAGE, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING AND THAT YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND THEREBY.**